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GENERAL 
 

Q: What’s the minimum age to compete? 

A: 13 and a parent must sign our waiver at the host on the day of the event. 

 

Q: For any WOD where we have a barbell... Are we allowed to drop the barbell or do we need to put it down for the rep 

to count? 

A: This is 100% up to your Host. Make sure you ask if they don’t mention it. 

 

Q: I won Novice at a previous Festivus Games event. Can I repeat Novice?  

 

A: Yes, you can do Novice again. We used to have a rule that said if you won Novice you had to go to Intermediate. We 

no longer have that rule. Why? Because any given set of WODs might be perfectly in your wheelhouse but another set of 
WODs might be way out of your wheelhouse. Also, winning a local competition is also dependent on who shows up. 
Maybe your competition was weaker before or there were few in your division.  
 

Q: I won Intermediate at a previous Festivus Games event. Can I do Festivus Games again?  

A: Yes, you can do Festivus Games again. The only time you can’t do Festivus Games is if you are a purely Rx athlete or 

you are over-qualified by what we have on this page. https://festivusgames.com/divisions-qualifications/  
 

Q: How old do you have to be to do the Masters division?  

A: You must be 45 or older anytime in 2018.  

 

Q: I missed the deadline to get a free shirt OR I want an extra one. Can I get one?  

A: Yes, you can order one here http://www.endurafit.com/festivus-games   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://festivusgames.com/divisions-qualifications/
http://www.endurafit.com/festivus-games
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WOD 1 - Over-head 2 Toe 

 

Q: If athletes switch partners during the front squat can they pass the bar to their partner at front-rack height rather 

than setting it on the ground. 

A: Yes 

 

Q: Same question but passing it at “hang” height? 

A: No. The bar must either be on the ground OR at front-rack height to pass it to your partner. 

 
 

WOD 2 - The Box Ain't Over 'Til the Fit Lady Cleans 
 

Q: At any point do you have to tag your partner?  

A:  No, for WOD 2 you do not have to tag your partner at any point. 

 

Q: Can you jump over the box, without touching the box at all? 

A:  No, both feet must get on top of the box before dismounting on the other side. 

 
 

WOD 3 - Synco de Chippo 
 

Q: For the Synchro Plank Claps....can partners move from high plank to low plank with whichever arm they choose or do 

they have to mirror like in the video? 
 

A:  It doesn’t matter. To be in “sync” the athletes must both be in the high plank at the same time while clapping one 

hand and then the other before lowering. 
 

Q: With the wallballs when we put them on the floor to switch, can we just drop the ball or do we have to set it down? 

A:  You can let the ball drop to the floor. The wallball rep is complete once the ball hits the designated target. 

 

Q: For wallballs, does the medicine ball have to start from the floor if switching between partners? 

A:  Yes, you cannot catch the ball in the air after your partner’s last throw. The ball must always start on the floor when 

switching partners and after the tag in. 
 

Floater - All About That Base 
 

Q: When I want to tag in to help my partner during the triplet do I have to wait until they finish a complete round of 15-

10-5 or can we tag in and swap at any point of the triplet?  
 

A: You can tag in whenever you want. If your partner is tiring and they just completed 10 reps of the air squat you can 

tag in and finish the 5 reps to complete the 15 necessary and then just continue on from there.  
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Q:  On the Floater WOD: It’s a running clock of 4:00, to complete 600 meters then the triplet. I understand the triplet is 

the score, my confusion is on the row. Do you continue rowing for the duration of the 4:00 minutes after you have 
completed 600 meters and continue with the triplet or once the 600 meters are done you are also done working on the 
triplet? 
 

A:  First, it’s not row 600 meters and THEN do the triplet. The most common way this WOD will be done is on 3-2-1-Go! 

athlete 1 will start rowing and athlete 2 will start the triplet. When athlete 1 finishes the 600 meters they can start 
helping athlete 2 with the triplet by tagging in to let athlete 2 rest a bit. It will be an advantage overall to get the 600 
meters done as reasonably fast as possible so you have two athletes alternating work for the triplet for a better score. 
 

Q:  Is there no score for the 600m row? 

A:  That is correct, there is no score for the 600m row. However, not completing all 600m within the 4 minutes WILL 

hurt your AMRAP score of the triplet. Every undone meter is subtracted from your AMRAP score.  
 

 
EQUIPMENT ALLOWED 
 

Q: What equipment can be worn? 

A: Gloves, wrist wraps, belt, elbow/knee sleeves. 

 

Q: Can I wear deadlift straps? (anything that wraps around the bar that reduces a need to grip) 

A: No, deadlift straps are not allowed. 

 

Q: Can we bring our own rope? 

A: Yes and your own rope is the only equipment of your own that you can use during the competition. 

 

Q: This maybe a dumb question but are ammonia packets allowed? 

A: Ask your Host when you get to the event, however, we’d advise against it as it’ll take time you are not likely to have 

to spare. 
 


